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ABSTRAcTS

This paper summarises how Persistency Process has been diagnosed across the value chain and 
improved by undertaking two projects worked out in the QI Story format. The story details as 
to how the team studied the current problem, the causes affecting the output using various lean 
tools and validated with data. The improvement thus achieved was sustained by the business 
team by continual focus on the objective. It is interesting to learn how the operating teams 
applied simple ideas using Quality tools for making Daily Management as a way of thinking 
and improvement at the workplace. The series of small improvements on continuous basis not 
only led to a bigger impact on the business but also helped us streamline the processes to the 
next level of maturity.

Introduction
The performance of a Life Insurance company in India is indicated by many factors, the 
important few of them are (a) Premium Income, (b) Renewal Premium, (c) Asset under 
Management, (d) Operating Ratio etc. A healthy ratio of renewal premium is imperative for 
a long term survival of an insurance company. 

 HDFC Life is a leading private life insurance company catering to 64 million customers 
spread across 940 locations in India. It has employee strength of 15,000 to support these 
customers through its network of 350 branches and spoke locations. HDFC Life’s product 
portfolio comprises of solutions, which meets various customer needs such as Protection, 
Pension, Savings, Investment and Health plans. HDFC Life offers different group products 
for the varying needs of employers ranging from term insurance plans offering pure 
protection to voluntary plans such as superannuation and leave encashment. 

 As of 30th September 2014 the accumulated total investments held by the insurance 
sector was Rs. 2, 087, 296 crores. HDFC Life Ranked 3rd in Private Sector with a market 
share of 13.94% for Half Year 2014-
15. For the Half Year ended 2015, 
the Premium Income performance 
for HDFC Life as shown in Figure 
1 was at Rs. 5, 862 crores of which 
Renewal Premium contribution was 
at Rs. 3794 crores. Renewal premium 
is the subsequent payments made 
into the policy by the insured for the 
agreed term to enjoy the benefits of 
his/her policy. Renewal premium 
is indicative of health of persistency 
ratio for already written policies.

Figure 1: Premium income performance for HDFC Life
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 For half year ended 2015 the renewal business premium that has been collected was Rs. 
3794 crores. HDFC Life stands at second position for the period of April 2014 to September 
2014 on renewal premium collection. The renewal business performance is tracked for the 
first year, second year and third year as a business metric in HDFC Life. In order to keep the 
customer invested for a longer period of time which gives equal benefits to the customer, 
distributors and the company, the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority 
(IRDAI) has introduced mandatory paying in the period of 3 and 5 years which varies from 
policy to policy. 

Life Insurance Value Chain and Persistency

Figure 2: HDFC Life’s performance on Renewal Premium Collection over last 6 years.
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Persistency refers to the volume of business that a life insurance company is able to retain. 
This rate can be gauged with the help of “Persistency Ratio”. It implies “Percentage of an 
insurance company’s already written policies remaining in force without lapsing or being 
replaced by policies of other insurers”.

Simply put, 
Persistency = No. of Clients Paying the Premium ÷ Net Active Clients X 100

 The first payment made by the customer to buy a policy is termed as New Business 
Premium whereas all the subsequent payments into the same policy are referred to as 
Renewal Premium which is indicative of persistency.

 A high persistency rate is indicative of satisfied customer and effective sales practice. 
Persistency is a critical factor in the viability and success of any insurance company. Also 
the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDAI) have been constantly 
recommending companies to work towards maintaining a healthy persistency ratio.
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 The industry comparison on 
persistency has been immensely 
satisfying. However, we realized 
that the prevailing opportunity 
in renewal premium which was 
further highlighted by the last 
three years performance vs. the 
set targets as shown in the Fig. 4.

 Furthermore, the first year renewal collection of policies over the years showed 
a declining trend as shown in the Figure 5 below. The % collection for the first year, i.e. 
13th month declined from 84% in FY 2011-2012 to 69% in FY 2013-2014, creating a cause of 
concern for the organization

99.5%

95.7%
96.3%

F Y  1 1-12 F Y  1 2-13 F Y  1 3-14

Year on Year Persistency  vs Target

Fig. 4

Project Journey
At HDFC Life, Excellence is one of the Values. To enable this, the Project Management 
framework is created through Total Employee Involvement (TEI) and Total Waste 
Elimination (TWE). Organisation identifies projects that have direct impact on the 
Revenue Enhancement, Cost Leadership, Customer Satisfaction, Process Efficiency, Defect 
Reduction, Risk Mitigation and Employee Satisfaction across the value chain. Organisation 
has developed its own customised approach of project management pyramid-

Strategic Initiatives ²  which addresses organization’s strategy changes.
impACT ²  which deals in projects with complex cross functionality.
WoW ²  which is mainly grass root projects targeting waste with limited cross 
functionality.
eUreka  ² which are Just Do It initiatives.
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 Using this framework, two impACT projects were identified by the team based on the 
persistency process walkthrough and detailed diagnostics. The team prioritised these two 
impACT projects at following stages –

 Based on the above baseline metrics, the project team worked on them using formal 
project management approach and brought financial gains for the organization as per table 
given below.

# Project Name Start Date 
End Date  cTQ Metrics/Goal Improvement Annualized 

Revenue 

A.

Improving 
collection of 
Pre Reminder 
calling process

July 13– 
October 13

To improve average 
collection of Non Version 7 
product at PRc stage from 
39% to 43% by Oct-13

Month on Month Avg 
collections
l Baseline Metric 39%
l Improved Metric 47% 

187.2 crores

B.A

Improving 
collection from 
Deep Lapsed 
Bucket

June 14

– 

October 14

To improve average 
collection from deep lapsed 
bucket for less than 3 years 
lapsed policies from current 
1.62% to 2.44% by Oct-14

Month on Month Avg 
collections
l Baseline Metric 1.62%
l Improved Metric 2.51% 

512 crores

Problem Statement –  Out of a month on month base of 279 crores, the average collection for 
the period of December - 2012 to May - 2013 for Non Version 7 was at 39%.

In Scope – Non Version 7 Product at PRC Stage (Policies which were sold from inception 
till August - 2010 are Non Version 7 policies. The mandatory paid up term for these policies 
were either 3 years or 5 years. Customer can discontinue payment post the mandatory paid 
up term however continue enjoying the risk cover).

Project 1 – Pre Reminder Calling
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Out Scope –  All other products & stages of collection.

A Cross functional team comprising Persistency, Call Center and Business & Service 
Excellence was formed to work on this project. The team adopted QI story approach to 
creatively solve this problem and meet the objective.  

Goal – To improve Collection of Non Version 7 products at PRC stage from 39% to 43% by 
October- 2013.

Current Situation – As a part of the initial groundwork, the project team looked at various 
dimensions of the current situation. It involved walkthrough of the process, hearing calls, 
gauge current performance, collate VOCs of end users and assimilate the learning from 
previous projects.

 An end to end process walkthrough was done starting from sending email/SMS 
reminder to the customer till calling stage to study the roles of various stakeholders in 
handholding of the customer from one stakeholder to another. Team identified the important 
steps, stakeholders, factors and metrics with high influence on the end results.

 A structured VOC exercise was conducted to capture the stated and unstated needs 
of the customer. VOC was captured in a variety of ways: Direct Discussions, Focus Group 
Discussions, Observation, Field Reports, Complaint Logs, Mails, etc. This data was used 
to identify the Quality attributes required by the stakeholders and build Quality in the 
process.

Analysis – A brainstorming session was conducted with the call center, sales and operations 
team to identify potential causes and concerns of the customer they engage on a daily basis. 
This session helped the team identify major potential causes and identify the high impact 
ones.

 Based on data analytics, hypothesis testing was conducted on a few of the high 
prioritized causes for validation which had high impact on collection. The team identified 
and summarized the root causes on the basis of the analysis and validation through data.

 After identification of the root cause, the team created a cross functional team to 
identify appropriate solutions to counter the root causes. 13 solutions were identified to 
solve the causes of low collection at PRC stage out of which 11 were selected for immediate 
implementation.
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Countermeasures

In this Phase, the team:

Created action plan to implement each of the identified solution. ²

Completed FMEA of the To-Be / New process for possible failure modes.  ²

Identified Risk & its mitigants in the new Process for creating SOP / Process note. ²

Trained Call center agents on usage of My Account and new script for conventional  ²

policies.

Finally, the following solutions were taken up for implementation

Call centers performance metric changed from Promise to Pay to policies renewed. ²

Awareness on stayed invested with customers where paid up greater than 3 years. ²

Re-representation of failed Standing Instructions with banks and calling to customers. ²

Design of a different script for Conventional policies keeping in mind the nature of the  ²

product/policy.
Call Center executives were trained on benefits of Conventional policies which helped  ²

them convince the customers.
In order to reduce call center AHT and thus utilize their bandwidth for more calls,  ²

Payment address were sent to customer through SMS instead of reading out on the 
calls.
Enhanced contactability with new tie up partners. ²

One call resolution - My Account facility was extended to the call center enabling them  ²

to resolve customer queries up front without having a dependency on central HDFC 
life team. 
In order to help customers make payment on the go, online payment link were sent to  ²

customers on Email and SMS.
 Resumed calling to NRI customer base and email to Rajyog FC customer base ²

Result

 Collection at PRC stage saw an increase from average 39% to 48% by December - 2013 
with some seasonality. The average collections increased by 15.6 crores month on month. An 
annualized benefit of 187.2 crores was achieved/realised. The performance has sustained as 
shown in the figure above.
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Standardization – In order to standardize processes and enable sustenance following 
actions were under-taken

Communication was sent to Call center for using of new script for conventional  ²

Policy.
Call center was trained on use of secondary contact number. ²

Call center was trained on use of Script for Conventional policies.  ²

Service Level Agreement was revised to change performance metric from Promise to  ²

Pay to Conversion. 
Periodic MIS is released as and when special campaigning SMS/Email is sent to the  ²

customer.
Changes made to existing process. ²

Changes rolled out. ²

Future Plan – To explore the full potential of the available resource and extract maximum 
collection from the lapse base of customers, team identified a 2nd opportunity in version 7 
products. The current average collection for Version 7 products was at 49% and the project 
aims at increasing the collection to 60%. The project has been initiated and is in its early 
stages.

Refer Annexure A for a detailed presentation on this project.

Problem Statement – The month on month average collection from deep lapsed/ paid up 
bucket for less than 3 years lapsed policies is at 1.62% (86.23 Crs.) for the period October - 
2013 to March - 2014.

(March-14 Collection is attributed to year end seasonality)

In Scope – Deep Lapsed policies with less than 3 years age (Lapsed policies which are more 
than 90 days old from the due date are classified under the Deep Lapsed Bucket).

Out of Scope – All other Lapse/Collection Buckets and Branch Bucket.

Project 2 – Deep Lapse Ducket
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Goal – The project team created a project charter, formulated scope, cross functional team 
members roles, CTQ metrics, data sources and timelines with the goal: “To improve average 
collection from deep lapsed bucket for less than 3 years lapsed policies from current 
1.62% to 2.44% (by additional 34 Crs./month) by October - 2014”.

Current Situation – The project team studied the various dimensions and behaviour of 
the problem in this stage. It involved measuring of Current Performance; Data Slicing for 
Demographics, End to End process Mapping, Gathering Voice of Customer, and Assimilate 
the Learning from Previous Projects.

 A process walkthrough was conducted to identify the gaps in the current flow; empirical 
data was studied to check the pattern of collection, demographics pertaining to customer’s 
age, profession, living standard etc., Collection performance was analyzed in different sub 
groups like policy age, policy servicing, type of product etc.

Analysis–A brainstorming session was conducted with the call center, sales, central 
persistency team, and branch operations team to identify potential causes and concerns 
of the customer they engage on a daily basis. Additionally, Voice of the Customers who 
did not make payment was gathered. 64 major potential causes were identified for further 
analysis and validation.

 Based on data analytics, hypothesis testing was conducted on few of the high 
prioritized causes for validation which had high impact on collection. The team identified 
and summarized the root causes on the basis of the analysis and validation through data.

Countermeasures 

In this Phase, the team:

Created an action plan for implementation each of the identified solution. ²

Completed FMEA of the To-Be / New process for possible failure modes.  ²

Identified risks & their mitigants in the new Process for creating SOP / Process note.  ²

Collaborated with various vendors for best solutions. ²

Finally, the following solutions were taken up for implementation:

Provided credit card swiping facility at branches. ²

Cheque pick up tie up with vendors as convenient option for customers. ²

Introduced deep lapse calling and feet on street model. ²

Analytics model has been specifically developed for Persistency which provides an  ²

Early Warning Indication of policies with high propensity of revival. This initiative has 
helped team optimized collection efforts with existing resources.
Net Banking tie ups were made with 18 more Banks having PAN India presence. ²

A Matrix has been designed with the help of Underwriting to gauge less risk and high  ²

profit policies. 
Waiver on revival charges were are allowed on revival of the policies.  ²

New underwriting limits have been implemented at back end.  ²

A few locations in loyalty channel have been selected and given loyalty targets. ²
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Quick Links have been internally developed on the websites with upload manager  ²

facility and are being used.
A tie up was done with a vendor for providing installment facilities to customer paying  ²

online and through credit card. 
New contact numbers were obtained for about 8 lakhs policies from an agency. We  ²

also obtained new contact numbers for ~5.5 lakhs of HDFC Bank customers.
QR Code facility for payment over mobile phones developed. ²

A periodic MIS exclusively was designed for FCs for lapsed policies sourced by  ²

them with business benefits; further supported with exclusive support by call center 
agents.

Results

 The collection post implementation of solutions has shown steady performance in this 
bucket. As shown above in comparison to the performance in October, 2013 and November, 
2014, the collection has increased by 80%. The average collections have increased by 42.7 
crores month on month. An Annualized benefits of 512 crores.

Standardization

In order to standardize processes and enable sustenance following actions were 
undertaken:

Education mailers sent to customers via email stressing on importance of staying  ²

invested for a longer period.
Education mailers having product specifics with reiteration of benefits sent to customers  ²

via email.
Communication to Call Center for over the phone PHS fulfillment. ²

Agreement signed off with vendors for cheque pick up for 10 additional locations. ²
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Agreement signed off with Bill Desk for installment facility to online & credit card  ²

customers. 
Approval Matrix designed for waiver of revival charges basis risk factors. ²

Future Plan - During this journey new opportunities were explored which would be 
next leap towards continuous improvement and exploration of true potential of existing 
processes. As an intervention from the first project, 13th month persistency was added to 
sales KRA in the FY’15. The performance of 13th month persistency for sales is at an average 
of 68% against a target of 78%. A project has been taken up and is at its initial stages.

Refer Annexure B for a detailed presentation on this project.

Results &Conclusion

In conjunction to focus on lapse calling, customer education and drive on contactibility, 
benchmark performance, the team also piloted new opportunities, viz. analytics. These 
resulted in improvement in renewal and revival premium (Individual business) collection 
of 8,023 crores. The Conservation ratio (in individual business) stood at 79%, with a 17% 
growth in renewal premium over the previous year. Around 45% of collections were made 
via alternative payment modes such as auto debits (31%) and online (14%).

 The team has ensured sustainability of the projects through various actions under 
standardisation step of QI Story approach. Some of the innovative ideas and insights which 
has been implemented are creating ‘early warning indicators’ to identify high propensity 
lapse customers and channelize the efforts, implement end to end online revival process 
and introduction of instalment facility for online and credit card customers. With tangible 
impact to the P&L of the organisation, the project team is very excited to undertake other 
relevant projects under future plan. 
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ANNExURE A

Project 1: Improving collection of Pre Reminder calling Process
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ANNExURE B

Project 1: Improving collection from Deep Lapsed Bucket
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